Premier series enclosures
The competitive edge for wall mount panel applications

1. Robotic applications seamless foam-in-place gasket helps assure high performance in environmental conditions.
2. Robust ¼ turn latches for easy access and closure, with stainless inserts on stainless type 4X products.
3. Concealed hinges providing aesthetics and easy door removal.
4. Ground provisions provided on all doors, bodies and back panels.
5. Three back panel options are offered. White paint for improved equipment visibility, galvanized for improved equipment grounding, and stainless for use where corrosion is of concern. (Panel ordered separately).
6. Mounting brackets for swing panel and other miscellaneous premier series accessory items.

Other options:
- Three-point latching system on Type 4 enclosures when the height is equal to or greater than 42” and on all double door units. The three-point mechanism is a quarter turn, slotted latch.
- Extra ¼ turns on top and bottom are provided on larger Type 4X stainless enclosures.
- Flush mounted clear poly-carbonate windows are offered to provide visibility into the enclosure. *
- Premier wall mount platform is provided in a broad range of sizes including an expanded range of 10”, 16”, and 20” depths. *

Discount schedule: C2
Subclass: TC0, TD0, TE0, TDP, & TED.

* Reference ENC-17 product catalog or other side for sizes, options, and additional services available.

Manufactured in Sherman, Texas and locally stocked by distribution partners, leverage B-Line series enclosures to get the product you want, in the time you need them.
Modification services

Modification capabilities to provide special sizes, painted finishes, added holes and cut-outs, pre-installed accessories, and much more.

Eaton.com/modified

Disconnect provisions

Also available from B-Line series enclosures are type 4 and 4X Premier™ disconnects provided with door locking hardware and interlock latches.

Eaton.com/enc